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Instructions:
1. All Questions are Compulsory.
2. All Questions carry equal marks.
3. Figures to the right indicate full marks
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Q.1.Choose the Correct alternatives from the following. 15

1 According to  ………… language itself is a social notion.

a) Firth    b) Saussure        c) Hudson         d) Labove

2 Who proposes the three dimensions of the register  field, mode and tenor ?

a) Michel Halliday     b) Henry Sweet  c) R.A. Hudson   d) Douglas Biber

3   ………… is related to the style of discourse.

a) field             b) mode           c) tenor

4 According to …….., A speech community is a group of people who interact by means of speech.

a) Lyons          b) Labov          c) Hymes         d) Bloomfield

5 Register analysis is derived from ………. works.

a) Halliday’s  b) Biber’s       c) Ure’s           d) Ferguson’s

6 Identify the register. “We obtained some Sodium Chloride”.

a) Science       b) Commerce   c) Space           d) Religion

7 Identify the figure of speech.  ‘I kissed thee ere I killed thee.’

a) Hyperbole     b) Metaphor      c) Contrast   d) Antithesis

8 “A Terrible beauty is born” is an example of …….

a) grammatical     b) semantic       d) lexical         d) dialectal

9 “Harashada is bold like a modern girl.” Which figure of speech is used in above sentence?

a) metaphor    b) simile        c) alliteration   d) personification



10 Who said, “The poet is nothing if not creative, and since language is his medium, one might well ask
how he could be creative without using language in some sense creatively.”

R.A.Hudson    b) Michel Halliday         c) Geoffrey Leech

d) Roman Jakobson

11 “The child is father of man” is an example of ………. Deviation.

a) grammatical  b) semantic   c) lexical          d) phonological

12 Notional classes of metaphor given by Leech are ……..

a) two              b) three            c) four     d) five

13 When a part is used for whole or whole for part, the figure of speech is ………..

a) metonymy    b) synecdoche            c) metaphor   d) hyperbole

14 Who described the ‘sea’ as ‘window-making’?

a) T.S.Eliot      b) Arun Kolatkar    c) Hopkins      d) Spenser

15 …….. is the repetition of words in a reverse order.

a) Epistrophe b) Antistrophe    c) Anaphora      d) Symploce

Q.2.Write short Notes (Three out of Four) . 15

1 Speech Community

2 Register

3 Iso – Gloss

4 Metaphor

Q.3.Write short Answers (Three out of Four) . 15

1 Evaluate the concept of ‘Diglossia’ with reference to language and society

2 Compare and contrast between Linguistic competence and communicative competence.

3 What is a verbal repetition? Give different types  of verbal repetition with proper examples.

4  What are the various approaches of style? Give some examples to support it.

Q.4.. Answer the following question on broad. (One out of two). 15

1 Give a detailed account of code-mixing, code-switching and borrowing.    

2 What is a deviation in stylistics? State various types of deviation with the proper examples given by
Leech.
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Q.1.Choose the Correct alternatives from the following. 15



1 According to  ………… language itself is a social notion.

a) Firth    b) Saussure        c) Hudson         d) Labove

Option 4
2 Who proposes the three dimensions of the register  field, mode and tenor ?

a) Michel Halliday     b) Henry Sweet  c) R.A. Hudson   d) Douglas Biber

Option 1
3   ………… is related to the style of discourse.

a) field             b) mode           c) tenor

Option 3
4 According to …….., A speech community is a group of people who interact by means of speech.

a) Lyons          b) Labov          c) Hymes         d) Bloomfield

Option 4
5 Register analysis is derived from ………. works.

a) Halliday’s  b) Biber’s       c) Ure’s           d) Ferguson’s

Option 1
6 Identify the register. “We obtained some Sodium Chloride”.

a) Science       b) Commerce   c) Space           d) Religion

Option 1
7 Identify the figure of speech.  ‘I kissed thee ere I killed thee.’

a) Hyperbole     b) Metaphor      c) Contrast   d) Antithesis

Option 4
8 “A Terrible beauty is born” is an example of …….

a) grammatical     b) semantic       d) lexical         d) dialectal

Option 2
9 “Harashada is bold like a modern girl.” Which figure of speech is used in above sentence?

a) metaphor    b) simile        c) alliteration   d) personification

Option 2
10 Who said, “The poet is nothing if not creative, and since language is his medium, one might well ask

how he could be creative without using language in some sense creatively.”

R.A.Hudson    b) Michel Halliday         c) Geoffrey Leech

d) Roman Jakobson

Option 3
11 “The child is father of man” is an example of ………. Deviation.

a) grammatical  b) semantic   c) lexical          d) phonological

Option 2
12 Notional classes of metaphor given by Leech are ……..

a) two              b) three            c) four     d) five

Option 3
13 When a part is used for whole or whole for part, the figure of speech is ………..

a) metonymy    b) synecdoche            c) metaphor   d) hyperbole

Option 2



14 Who described the ‘sea’ as ‘window-making’?

a) T.S.Eliot      b) Arun Kolatkar    c) Hopkins      d) Spenser

Option 3
15 …….. is the repetition of words in a reverse order.

a) Epistrophe b) Antistrophe    c) Anaphora      d) Symploce

Option 2
Q.2.Write short Note (Three out of Four) 15

1 Speech Community

Ans:

2 Register

Ans:

3 Iso – Gloss

Ans:

4 Metaphor

Ans:

Q.3.Write short Answers (Three out of Four). 15

1 Evaluate the concept of ‘Diglossia’ with reference to language and society

Ans:

2 Compare and contrast between Linguistic competence and communicative competence.

Ans:

3 What is a verbal repetition? Give different types  of verbal repetition with proper examples.

Ans:

4  What are the various approaches of style? Give some examples to support it.

Ans:

Q.4.Answer the following question on broad. (One out of two). 15

1 Give a detailed account of code-mixing, code-switching and borrowing.    

Ans:

2 What is a deviation in stylistics? State various types of deviation with the proper examples given by
Leech.

Ans:
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